NOTEWORTHY PROPERTY INCIDENTS (HOMES, GARDENS & VEHICLES):
Police Scotland has provided the following list of incidents which have occurred in your area the last two weeks
as a snapshot of the current crime trends. All incidents are not recorded below, either for legal reasons or
where there are issues of sensitivity. The statistics below should not be seen as an accurate reflection of all
crime in your area but as a way of raising your awareness to crime in general. This in turn should allow you to
take the appropriate safety/security steps to prevent yourself from being a victim of crime.

TIME PERIOD

LOCATION

CRIME TYPE

INFORMATION

GARIOCH
28/05/2019

28/05/2019

SH4 Garioch

HB w.i. to steal (other
property)

03/06/2019

03/06/2019

SH4 Garioch

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

03/06/2019

04/06/2019

SH4 Garioch

Theft by OLP (excl motor
vehicle)

07/06/2019

07/06/2019

SH4 Garioch

Att HB w.i. to enter & steal
(domestic prop -dwelling)

Did overcome security of building by
smashing the glass window by unknown
means.
Did remove fuel cap cover of motor car
by unknown means
Did force entry and remove items from
inside
Did steal pump from tank
DID snap lock to the rear door of the
property forcing entry, stealing car keys
from within and thereafter stealing car
from the driveway
DID attempt to steal motorcycle
DID damage the lock to the rear of the
property in an attempt to force entry

26/06/2019

27/06/2019

SH4 Garioch

Theft by HB, (other
property)

02/07/2019

03/07/2019

SH4 Garioch

OLP (excl motor vehicle)
with intent to steal

Did force open padlock to storage
containers

04/07/2019

04/07/2019

SH4 Garioch

HB w.i. to steal (other
property)

03/07/2019

04/07/2019

SH4 Garioch

HB w.i. to steal, (domestic
property, non- dwelling)

Did enter yard and force entry to
workshop door and container door
using tools.
Did break padlocks with bolt cutter in
attempt to gain access to shed.

05/07/2019

05/07/2019

SH4 Garioch

Theft by HB, (other
property)

Did enter premises and steal till with
£100 of cash inside.

KINCARDINESHIRE
28/05/2019

28/05/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, non- dwelling)

DID kick open door to garage and steal
tools from within

05/06/2019

06/06/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft by HB, (other
property)

08/06/2019

08/06/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, dwelling)

Did overcome temporary security to
door, gain access and remove item
from within
Did sneak in to house by unknown
means and take items from within.

26/06/2019

26/06/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, dwelling)

Break window using stone, enter
property and steal from within

02/07/2019

02/07/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, dwelling)

Did enter house by means of breaking
ground floor window and thereafter
steal.

08/05/2019

08/05/2019

SH5 Kincardine & Mearns

Theft of vehicle & contents
incl taking + driving away

Did take without consent motor vehicle
belonging to another.

27/05/2019

27/05/2019

SH6 Marr

24/06/2019

25/06/2019

SH6 Marr

26/06/2019

27/06/2019

SH6 Marr

Theft of vehicle & contents
incl taking + driving away

Force enrtry to van by unknown means,
steal and drive off.

03/07/2019

03/07/2019

SH6 Marr

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

Did open the boot of motor car and
steal £30 and RBS bank card.

05/07/2019

06/07/2019

SH6 Marr

Attempted OLP w.i. to steal Did attempt to enter a locked motor car
from a motor vehicle
by pulling the door frame outwards

MARR
Attempted OLP (excl motor Did attempt to open a lockfast place
vehicle) with intent to steal with intent to steal contents from within,
by attempting to force open a roller
shutter and pick a padlock securing
same
Theft by HB, (other
Did enter by forcing door to BArn office
property)
and taken items within.

BUCHAN
30/05/2019

30/05/2019

SH2 Buchan

Att HB w.i. to enter & steal
(domestic prop -dwelling)

Did attempt to force rear door open

03/06/2019

04/06/2019

SH2 Buchan

Theft of vehicle & contents
incl taking + driving away

Did steal unlocked motor vehicle by
pushing it from the locus

03/06/2019

04/06/2019

SH2 Buchan

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

Did steal items from within motor
vehicle

08/06/2019

08/06/2019

SH2 Buchan

HB w.i. to steal, (domestic
property, non- dwelling)

09/06/2019

09/06/2019

SH2 Buchan

HB w.i. to steal, (domestic
prop - dwelling)

Did break open an external door and
damage various windows and doors to
locus in an attempt to gain entry
Did force entry to locus with intent to
steal

29/06/1929

30/06/2019

SH2 Buchan

HB w.i. to steal (other
property)

03/07/2019

04/07/2019

SH2 Buchan

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

03/07/2019

04/07/2019

SH2 Buchan

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

06/07/2019

06/07/2019

SH2 Buchan

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, non- dwelling)

Did take items from within parked motor
vehicle
Did take items from within parked motor
vehicle
Did take items from within parked motor
vehicle
Did take items from within parked motor
vehicle

BANFF & BUCHAN
13/05/2019

27/05/2019

SH7 Banff & Buchan

HB w.i. to steal (other
property)

Did force entry to building by kicking
door, with intent to steal.

28/05/2019

29/05/2019

SH1 Banff & Buchan

Theft by HB, (other
property)

Did force entry to a fishing boat, remove
items of medication and consume while
within

04/06/2019

04/06/2019

SH7 Banff & Buchan

Attempted OLP (excl motor Accused 1 - Did attempt to enter and
vehicle) with intent to steal steal from a locked storage container
Accused 2 - Did attempt to enter and
steal from a locked storage container
and thereafter resist arrest and assault
an Officer by kicking him to the leg.

24/06/2019

24/06/2019

SH1 Banff & Buchan

Theft, from a motor vehicle
not elsewhere classified

Did whilst walking past the locus, reach
inside the open boot of a car and
remove a hammer.
Force entry and steal items from within

04/07/2019

04/07/2019

SH1 Banff & Buchan

Theft by HB, (other
property)

30/06/2019

30/06/2019

SH7 Banff & Buchan

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, non- dwelling)

Did force entry to the property with
intent to steal

30/06/2019

30/06/2019

SH7 Banff & Buchan

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, non- dwelling)

Did force entry to the property with
intent to steal

FORMARTINE
22/05/2019

27/05/2019

SH3 Formartine

Theft by OLP (excl motor
vehicle)

04/06/2019

05/06/2019

SH3 Formartine

HB w.i. to steal, (domestic
property, non-dwelling)

24/06/2019

24/06/2019

SH3 Formartine

Theft by OLP (excl motor
vehicle)

26/06/2019

27/06/2019

SH3 Formartine

Theft by HB, (domestic
prop, non- dwelling)

Did steal motorbike from locked shed.

01/07/2019

02/07/2019

SH3 Formartine

Theft by HB, (other
property)

Did force entry into an outbuilding and
take 2 quadbikes.

Key: HB – House Breaking
OLPWI – Open Lockfast Place with Intent

Force entry to bowser by breaking
padlock by unknown means and
remove diesel from within
Did cut padlock securing large garage
by unknown means and gain entry to
same with the intention to steal from
within
Did forcibly remove a padlock to a
storage container and remove goods to
the sum of £550 from within without
permission.

OLP – Open Lockfast Place
HBWI – House Breaking with Intent

